
Starting as a freelancer allows me to take on jobs that I truly enjoy doing - going all in on 
any project. I also enjoy working together with multiple clients, learning their new require-
ments constantly and switching between projects fast.

Freelance
2022 - Present

My responsibility at Spott was to be the last checkpoint in the product development 
process. Working closely with the developers by testing and providing clear feedback on 
the product to ensure everything runs smoothly and the user's expectations are met. 
Working in a fast-paced startup, my job cannot be described with one title, I also worked 
on:
• Ideating, investigating, and planning the next features.
• Assisted marketing team by creating visuals and animated videos.
• Updating the user documentation, doing user session analysis looking for malfunc-

tions and improvements.

Quality Assurance Engineer & Other
Spott // 2019 - 2021

Being an intern in one of the biggest consultancy companies in the world certainly came 
with some valuable lessons.
• I learned the importance of clear communication and keeping everyone on the same page.
• I made videos for internal use, including filming and editing the final material.
• I organized a brainstorming session with the recruitment team.

Experience Center (Intern)
Price Waterhouse Coopers (Innovation team) // 2018

From a young age, I was involved in client projects: from editing pre-cuts, and filming with 
all kinds of cameras, to creating numerous TV advertisements, some of which aired on 
Belgium's national television. Other clients then required an easily manageable website or 
a social presence, which I learned to pick up too.

Video Editor & Web Developer
Tropical // Family business

WORK EXPERIENCE

This valuable University course, taught by experts, is focused on creativity, innovation, 
entrepreneurship, and people skills. Other than the hundreds of tools poured into my brain 
regarding user testing, design thinking, innovation, etc. I learned to create business plans, 
get the best out of people, and guide calculated decisions.

Idea & Innovation Management
Erasmus Brussels University // 2016 - 2019

This course had a broad focus ranging from writing articles, creating illustrative designs, 
web development, filmmaking, and animation. While studying here, I got the chance to 
improve both my soft and hard skills. As I had direct contact with professionals in the 
field who provided me with feedback on my journalistic, directing, and organisational 
skills.

Multimedia
Stedelijk Lyceum Cadix // 2014 - 2016

EDUCATION

I'm a 25-year-old passionate freelancer from 
Belgium. Growing up in a household of creative 
filmmakers, I have been filming and editing 
videos since I was ten years old, and now going 
all in as a full-time professional.

Having worked in a fast-paced start-up for a few 
years, I am used to short deadlines and delivering 
results that work. I consider myself lucky enough 
to only apply to and accept jobs I want to do.

PROFILE

SKILLS

DEVELOPMENT

LANGUAGES

EDITING

hello@yordi.net

https://yordi.net

Eugeen Woutersstraat 53 bus 4
2220 Heist-op-den-Berg, Belgium

CONTACT

Yordi Verbeeck
VIDEO EDITOR & WEB DEVELOPER

(he/him)

Premiere Pro

Illustrator

Youtube Studio 

Final Cut Audition

Visual Studio Code

JavaScript, but I <3 TypeScript PHP

Svelte Firebase

HTML/(S)CSS

AWS DigitalOcean GitHub (Actions)

Capacitor Rollup

English (Fluent)Dutch (Native)

SQL

After Effects Photoshop

NoSQL Databases


